In this paper, we investigate the performance of optimized non-orthogonal modulation schemes and compare the results with orthogonal time division multiplexing assuming a peak power limited AWGN channel. We show that significant gains can be achieved by properly designing the constellation set, specially in the presence of large SNIR imbalance between the user's link quality. We introduce two realistic case studies and present the results for each scenario.
I. Introduction
In multi-user satellite downlink channel, orthogonal resource sharing techniques, such as time division multiplexing (TDM), are commonly used for serving multiple users within the coverage area. Even though in general, the orthogonal multiplexing schemes are known to be sub-optimal over the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with average power constraint, many systems still adopt them due to their simple transmitter/receiver structure. In order to increase the throughput, one may also optimize coding and modulation scheme according to each user's link quality. Such schemes are commonly referred to as adaptive coding and modulation (ACM).
In recent years, open standards such as the DVB-S2X 1 have extended the range of supported coded and modulation to cover signal to noise quality thresholds from -10 dB to 20 dB. The high-end SNR range ensures the spectral efficiency for professional services while the very low SNR (VL-SNR) range allows the co-existence of small and mobile terminals on the carrier. The coexistence of services on the same multiplex is essential for the mobile services because market demand for VL-SNR may not be as large to justify the allocation of a full transponder to such services.
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Over the AWGN channel, superposition modulation is shown to be capacity achieving under average power constraint with a feasible added complexity. 4 However, under the peak power constraint, no results regarding the optimality of superposition is available in the literature.
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In this paper, we investigate the performance of optimized non-orthogonal modulation schemes with peak power constraint and compare the results with both TDM (orthogonal) modulation. Our results show that by properly optimizing the non-orthogonal scheme it is possible to achieve larger throughput compared to the orthogonal one. This is particularly the case when there is a large difference between the user terminals link qualities (for example due to different receiving antenna gains). For users with poor link quality, the impact of the overlay signal in performance is negligible (slightly worse) and the receiver structure remains the same as TDM solution. For the users with higher link quality, the interference caused by overlaying signal can be removed and a higher spectral efficiency can be reached at the expense of relatively more baseband receiver complexity. Since both set of users have access to the resources at the same time there is no delay jitter or scheduling complexity at the transmitter.
Contrary to what happen with the average power constraint we show that adopting superposition modulation is not anymore optimal.
We present our results for two realistic case studies, where a large difference between the user's quality link is unavoidable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II we present two scenarios in which having a large SNR imbalance between the user's link quality is unavoidable. In section III we briefly review some basic concepts and introduce the notations used in this paper. The signalling optimization problem is described in section IV where the mutual information is introduced as the objective function to be optimized. We present the optimization results in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. Case Studies
In this section we describe two realistic system scenarios that we will consider in this paper. The signaling optimization and the comparison with state of the art techniques are presented for these two study cases in section V.
A. Case Study 1: Aeronautical and Fixed Satellite services
In the first scenario we consider a system where a Ku-band transponder is deployed to serve two classes of users:
1. Aeronautical user terminals with a constraint on the antenna size (effective antenna size 30 cm) 2. Fixed satellite user terminals with 1.2 meters antenna size 1 illustrates this system scenario in which both aeronautical and fixed satellite services are served by the same forward link carrier. There is around 20 log 10(1.2/0.3) = 12 dB difference between the signal to noise ratio observed by the two classes of the user terminals. Furthermore, the aeronautical terminal is more susceptible to adjacent satellite interference due to less directivity of the antenna. We consider two system solutions for this case study. The first solution is based on conventional ACM and time sharing. The second solution uses similar time sharing structure as solution one but replaces the VL-SNR modulation and coding with an overlay signal that is detected by aeronautical receiver as well as the receiver with interference cancellation capability. The frame structure is also shown in Figure 1 .
It should be noted that the same Aero terminals are used for both system solutions. In the proposed overlay signal solution, a more protected modulation and coding is required (still within the range of VL-SNR solutions offered by DVB-S2X) to serve the Aero terminals due to the power split between two layers.
B. Caso study 2: Continuous Aero Service
In this case, it is assumed that all fixed terminals are capable of overlay signal detection and decoding (corresponding to ST2 in the previous case). As a result, the transponder resources can be shared between Aero terminal and the ST2 terminals all the time. Figure 2 illustrates this scenario.
In this example, the overlay signal is designed to deliver service to Aero terminal continuously (no time sharing) as the primary service. In addition, the advanced receiver with a higher link quality reception (larger antenna) can detect and remove the first layer subsequently decode the second layer. 
III. Basic concepts
We consider two non-orthogonal multiplexing schemes in this paper. The first scheme is referred to as overlay modulation. The second scheme is referred to as "superposition modulation" and can be considered as a special case of the general overlay modulation scheme. We also describe in details the receiver structure for both schemes. 
A. Overlay Modulation
The block diagram of the general overlay modulation scheme (including the encoder and modulation blocks) is reported in Figure 3 . The set of N data streams are encoded by using independent powerful (turbo-like) binary codes with code rates r i , generating the sequence of coded bits c i that are interleaved and sent to the mapper. We refer to each data stream as a layer in the rest of this paper. The encoded bits, independently a In the literature, sometimes the term hierarchical modulation is used for what we call overlay modulation scheme. We discarded the use of this term in order to avoid any inconsistency with other uses of hierarchical modulation in the literature. The design of this transmitter scheme requires the choice of the rates of binary encoders r i , the modulation efficiencies of each layer m i , the complex constellation set (image of f ), as well as the binary labeling
B. Linear superposition of layers and Superposition Modulation (SM+SL)
The block diagram of the second considered encoding and modulation scheme is reported in Figure 4 . As in the previous case, the set of N layers are encoded by using independent powerful (turbo-like) binary codes with code rates r i , generating the sequence of coded bits c i that are interleaved and sent to the mapper. For each layer, the mapper groups blocks of m i bits and select a constellation point from a two-dimensional constellation with cardinality M i = 2 mi . The spectral efficiency associated to the layer is then R i = r i m i . The constellation points from different layers are then superimposed by using a set of real or complex coefficients p i , yielding the transmitted symbol:
Notice that the block diagram in Figure 4 is representative of any superposed layer (SL) scheme found in literature. The different proposed design solutions consider different adopted modulation sets, set of rates and performance measures for the design of the transmitter. None of the solutions proposed in literature provide a specific design method that is suited for the adoption of this technique over the non-linear channel. Superposition Modulation (SM) has been proposed by several authors as an efficient way to build modulation sets achieving performance close to the Shannon limit. Also in this case, the modulation symbols are obtained by linearly superposing binary sequences c j with suitable real or complex coefficients (see Figure  5 ): This technique indeed has been shown to yield performance close to the optimal when the coefficients β ij are properly optimized.
SM is then constructed using the same approach previously described for the superposed layers. The difference here is that bits used for constructing the modulation symbols are associated to the same layer and thus generated by the same encoder. It seems natural and efficient in the broadcast scenario to pair the SL technique with the SM technique, yielding the encoding and modulation scheme represented in Figure 6 ,
where c ij is the j th bit generated by the i th layer, while B k denotes a generic bit at the input of the superposition mapper. Design of this transmitter scheme requires the choice of the rates of binary encoders r i , the modulation efficiencies of each layer m i , and the m complex coefficients a k that jointly define the superposition modulation and the superposition of layers (SM+SL).
C. Receiver Structure
A block diagram of an iterative receiver for the non-orthogonal modulation scheme is shown in Figure 7 . The samples at the output of the matched filter y, enter the block named "detector" that computes the LogLikelihood Ratios (LLR) of the transmitted symbols λ(s i ) for each layer. The symbols LLRs are converted to bit LLR by the Soft Output Mapper block (SOMAP), and the sequence of interleaved bits LLR enter the turbo decoder associated to each layer. The superposition of layers requires that iterations are performed between decoder and detector to achieve acceptable performance. For each iteration, the updated extrinsic from each decoder is fed back to the detector, which updates the LLR computation by exploiting the extrinsic information coming from other superimposed symbols. The detector block takes the samples at the output of the channel and the extrinsic LLR on the m binary streams fed back from the N decoders and computes the updated extrinsic LLR. All iterative receivers adopted for transmitter schemes like those represented in Figure 3 fall in the considered generic receiver reported in Figure 7 . The difference among different implementations is due to the adopted scheduling of iterations between detector and decoders of the different layers and in the implementation of the detector block, which has a crucial impact on both the complexity and the performance of the receiver.
As an example "onion peeling" or SIC receiver starts decoding a given layer only when reliable decisions are available from the previous layer.
Furthermore, when BICM (pragmatic) approach is adopted, during the decoding of a given layer no iteration take place between detector and decoder and iterations are only performed within the (turbo) decoder.
IV. Signal space optimization
In this section we present our methodology for signal space optimization for the overlay modulation scheme. We first review the transmitter system and then define the objective function to be optimized.
A. Design of non-orthogonal transmitter systems
Given the proposed transmitter ( Figure 3 and Figure 6 ) and receiver ( Figure 7 ) schemes the following is the design methodology that we have adopted.
Scenario setting: Each scenario is described by providing the number of required data streams (layers) N , the relative rate of each data stream through a vector (1, R * 2 /R * 1 , ..., R * N /R * 1 ), the relative attenuation of each user class with respect to the worst one, assumed to be the first one, through the vector (α the worst user γ I . The signal to noise plus interference ratio of each user class can then be obtained as
TX type: We consider the two encoding schemes of Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The total number of bits of the modulation set m is fixed.
RX type: We consider an ideal SIC receiver where each layer is decoded sequentially. Furthermore we also consider pragmatic receivers where no iterations take place on a single layer between detector and decoder.
Power constraint: Two types of power constraint were considered. Peak power constraint and average power constraint.
Given the broadcast scenario setting, the power constraint and the TX type and the adopted RX scheme (pragmatic or not pragmatic), we design the modulation set, the corresponding binary labeling and the optimal allocation vector of modulation bits to layers (m 1 , m 2 , ..., m N ), so that the vector of average mutual information under ideal SIC decoding for each service,(I 1 , ..., I N ), satisfies
with η as large as possible. From this equation, the required code rates for the binary codes is then obtained as:
We then pick the set of the encoders within the class of LDPC encoders defined in the DVB-SX standard by choosing those with the closest but smaller rate. The resulting TX structure is reported in Figure 8 . 
B. Mutual Information as objective functions
Corresponding to the optimization problem mentioned before, in this section we present the objective functions that has been maximized. We assume an ideal SIC receiver. The output of the AWGN channels relative to the N layers can be written as
The SIC receiver mutual information of the j th layer can be defined as
where b j is the index of the first bit associated to the j th layer:
and B b a (B a , ..., B b ). As we are interested in designing a system guaranteeing a given rate vector R * = (R * 1 , ..., R * N ) rather than the sum rate, the objective function in this case is defined as:
So that the optimized constellation will be able to reliably support the rate vector
When using pragmatic SIC receiver, while we still assume that previous layers have been reliably decoded, the individual m i bits associated to each layer are detected independently, and the correspondent pragmatic MI of each stage is then
and consequently the objective function becomes:
The optimized constellation will be then able to support the rate vector
C. Simulated Annealing for constellation design
As we have mentioned in the previous subsection, our objective function is to find the constellation and the mapping f (B) that maximizes the mutual information vector in eq. (8) or eq. (10). This optimization problem is in general non-linear and difficult to tackle. In this paper we use the simulation annealing algorithm which is show to be quite effective for constellation design problem. 6, 7 We kindly refer the readers to 6 and 7 for details on how the simulated annealing can be adapted to this optimization problem.
V. Optimization Results

A. Comparison of overlay and orthogonal approaches with optimized finite size constellations
In tables 1 to 4 we report the comparisons of achievable throughput that can be obtained with orthogonal and non-orthogonal approaches in several scenarios for case study 2. Tables report the results 1. Peak or average power constraint, 2. BICM receiver (pragmatic approach) or optimal receiver in each layer,
Superposition modulation (SM+SL) or overlay modulation (OM).
The columns 4 to 7 in the tables report the achievable throughput of the two data streams obtained adopting an orthogonal or non-orthogonal schemes. The design of the two approaches constrained the throughput of the first layer to be identical. The final 8-th column provides the relative throughput gain of the second layer of non-orthogonal w.r.t. orthogonal signalling. The gain is computed as
Orthogonal [2] where "orthogonal [2] " and "non-orthogonal [2] " are respectively the throughput of the second layer in Mbps for the orthogonal and non-orthogonal schemes. B. First case study Table 5 summarizes the key system assumptions for two system solutions. Both system solutions mentioned in section II are capable of serving Aeronautical and fixed satellite terminals and the transponder resources are shared between these two services. In the conventional ACM and time sharing approach (shown also in Figure 1 as the benchmark multiplexing solution), the transponder time is equally shared between the two services. The corresponding maximum throughput for fixed and Aero services are computed as 56.9 and 7.43 Mbits/s respectively. In the proposed overlay modulation solution, for the sake of backward compatibility, the same conventional fixed and Aero services are offered to the existing population of users (no change in the receivers). In addition, a new class of fixed satellite terminals (ST2) are deployed that can decode and remove the Aero signal from an overlay signal and detect the second layer that is targeted merely for ST2 terminals. The time share between services and the power allocation are adjusted such that the Aero terminals receive the same throughput for both benchmark and overlay solutions (≈ 7.45 Mbits/s). As reported in table 1, the overall throughput of the fixed terminals is increased to 51.2 + 16.7 = 67.9 Mbits/s that is around 20% increase in the throughput for the fixed terminals while maintaining the same throughput for Aero terminals. In addition, the existing fixed terminals can still be served by the TDM (with a slightly lower throughput).
C. Second case study Table 6 summarizes the key system assumptions for two system solutions; Considering 90% of the transponders power being allocated to the Aero services in overlay signal, the aggregate throughput of the Aero services reaches 13.6 Mbits/s. In addition, the 10% of the transponders power is used to deliver 30.4 Mbits/s throughputs to high gain terminals. For comparison, Table 6 also includes the same analysis for ACM (with time sharing) solution. It is shown that for the same Aero service throughput of 13.6 Mbits/s, the ACM solution can only deliver 9.7 Mbits/s of fixed satellite service by utilizing 8.5% of the time sharing multiplex. This example shows that theoretically the signal overlay solution can deliver 30.4/9.7=3.1 times higher throughput to high gain terminals compared to that of conventional time sharing solutions. It is also important to note that compared to ACM with time sharing, the signal overlay transmission scheme does not introduce time jitter in bit delivery to user terminals since both high gain and low gain terminals contentiously receiving useful data stream in all frames.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we compared the performance of optimized overlay modulation scheme with that of time division multiplexing and superposition modulation over the peak power limited AWGN channel. We optimized the overlay modulation scheme by maximizing the mutual information of the constellation space. We showed that in the presence of large SNR imbalance between user's link, significant gains with respect to time sharing and superposition modulation can be obtained by carefully designing the overlay modulation scheme. We have also introduced two case studies where such a large imbalance between the user's ling is an intrinsic property of the channel and hence unavoidable. Gains up to 150% have been observed for such system scenarios. The C/N reduction of the overlay signal is due to power split between two signal layers. 6 Signal to Interference ratio (C/I) for Aero Terminal dB 0 0 Due to the small size of the antenna, the adjacent satellite co-channel interference is present. The antenna has a wide beam and two adjacent satellites contribute to c0-channel interference. 4 Additional capacity that is only achievable using signal overlay technique Table 6 . Second case study: key system assumptions.
